
HEALTHCARE SUCCESS STORY

Spartanburg Regional Health System Revamps 
Their AP Processing System. 
 Spartanburg Regional Healthcare System (SHRS) is a 600-plus bed, multi-

hospital system in Spartanburg, South Carolina, had a document archival system 

that was being sunsetted by its developer. Within SRHS, the existing system played 

the critical role of housing invoices for the Accounts Payable Department, which 

processed and paid over 10,000 invoices per month for up to 15,000 vendors. For 

this project, SRHS was adamant that they find a platform that could handle the 

prompt import and proprietary translation of several gigabytes of legacy data from an 

old system. They were determined to find an on-site system replacement to handle 

this project but after reviewing GRM’s services, their top decision makers changed 

their minds.

 For this project, GRM deployed an effective electronic content management 

solution and used their cloud-based digital repository. They were tasked with 

migrating legacy images and establishing a forward solution for AP workers to 

process invoices. GRM was able to scan, index and process large quantities of 

invoices--keeping pace with Spartanburg’s constant flow of AP processing tasks.  

As a final step, a supply chain application and viewer was integrated to coordinate 

migration of proprietary images from their legacy system. This platform was then 

rolled out to personnel allowing them to access pre and post-conversion invoice 

images. The entire implementation was completed in 30 days and only a single 

training webinar was necessary.

 Overall, this was a smooth transition for SRHS, relieving them from the 

worry and stress of having to continually handle physical documents. GRM, in 

conjunction with their online record center, was able to quickly and effectively 

implement this newer, simpler scanning and indexing process, allowing work to 

be processed accurately and without delays. Spartanburg was also able to save a 

significant amount of money by taking the service off-site and taking advantage of 

GRM’s services. Now, Spartanburg is interested in expanding their use of GRM by 

integrating with the organization’s new financial platform. 

Overview
Products and Services

• Scanning Services

• Online Record Center

• Vendor Neutral Archiving

Benefits

• Personnel are now able to easily  

 access all invoice data.

• Accurately process work quickly  

 without delays and errors.

• Implementation cost significantly  

 less than an on-site system.

CASE STUDY

About GRM
GRM Document Management is a leading provider of lifecycle records and information 

management solutions delivering technological leadership through proprietary innovation and 

new levels of cost efficiency to document storage and digital/electronic document management.  

Turnkey archival and workflow automation platforms are provided through GRM’s private, 

Cloud-based Online Record Center ECM system. Flexible features such as intelligent capture, 

advanced metadata extraction, a powerful eForms design tool and authorization layering 

allow the cost-effective digital creation, replication or enhancement of any form template or 

business process. Quickly deployed, in as little as 30 days, the system requires no upfront 

expenditures, software updates, maintenance fees or IT investment and is compatible with  

Microsoft Office and Adobe.
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